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SUMMARY
An investigation was conducted in the Langley 8-foot transonic pressure
tunnel and in the Langley Unitary Plan wind tunnel to determine the longitudinal
and lateral aerodynamic characteristics of a single-stage-to-orbit vehicle. The
vehicle utilized an all metallic, hot structure, thermal protection system which
resulted in low planform loading. The model was tested over a Mach number range
from 0.3 to 4.63 for an angle-of-attack range from -4° to 32° at both 0° and 5°
sideslip. Tests were made to determine the static longitudinal stability and
trim, the static lateral-directional stability, and the base pressures of the
model.
The results of the investigation show that the model was longitudinally
unstable at the lowest Mach number (M = 0.3), but as the Mach number approached
transonic conditions, the model became longitudinally stable. For the super-
sonic Mach numbers, the stability level decreased, and at the higher Mach num-
bers (M = 3-95 and 4.63), the model was either neutrally stable or slightly
unstable. The model required only small eleven deflections to trim, except at
Mach numbers of 1.2 and 2.86 where large negative deflections were required.
The model was directionally stable throughout the angle-of-attack range at sub-
sonic and transonic speeds, but at Mach 2.36 the model became unstable at 8°
angle of attack. At the highest Mach numbers, the model was directionally
unstable even at the low angles of attack.
INTRODUCTION
The Space Shuttle Program is now in the final development stages and hard-
ware is being fabricated. Current studies indicate that a follow-on, Earth-
orbital transportation system could be required around 1995, if the new system
can offer significant cost/performance advantages over the system in use at that
time. Based upon these projections, study of advanced transportation systems is
continuing within the National Aeronautics and Space Administration. (See
ref. 1.)
One concept that has evolved as a possible design approach is a single-
stage-to-orbit, sled-launched vehicle with an all metallic, hot structure,
thermal protection system. In this design, the primary structure serves as
both propellant tankage and thermal protection system.
The unique design features of assisted horizontal takeoff and hot struc-
ture during entry require low planform loading and large, vehicle planform
area.
A model of this design was tested in wind tunnels at Langley Research
Center to determine the static longitudinal stability and trim, the static
lateral-directional stability, and the base pressures of the model. The tests
were conducted over the subsonic, transonic, and supersonic Mach number ranges
for angles of attack from -4° to 32°. The results of the tests are presented
and discussed.
SYMBOLS
The longitudinal data are referred to the stability axis system, and the
lateral-directional data are referred to the body axis system. (See fig. 1.)
The moment center was located at 71 percent of the body length from nose (indi-
cated in fig. 2).
b • reference wing span, 42.56 cm
Drag
CD drag coefficient, ——
qS
Lift
CL lift coefficient, qS
C^ rolling-moment coefficient, M^/qSb
CIR = , B = 0° and 5°1S AB
Cm pitching-moment coefficient, My/qSc
Cn yawing-moment coefficient,
ACn
Cnft = , B = 0° and 5°
P AB
Cp base-pressure coefficient
Side force
qS
CY side-force coefficient,
ACY
CYg = , 3 = 0° and 25°
P A3
c wing section chord
c mean aerodynamic chord, 24.89 cm
D drag, N
Fy side force, N
L lift, N
\ body length, cm
M Mach number
MX rolling moment, m-N
My pitching moment, m-N
M£ yawing moment, m-N
q dynamic pressure, Pa
S reference wing area, cm^
X,Y,Z body reference axes
y distance from vehicle center line
a angle of attack, deg
3 angle of sideslip, deg
6e eleven deflections, positive when trailing edge is down, deg
6r rudder deflection, deg
Subscript:
s stability axis system
MODEL AND APPARATUS
A drawing of the 0.01-scale model used in the investigation (presented in
fig. 2) shows a distinct wing-body design having eleven surfaces on the wing
and an aft, vertical tail with a rudder. The nonsymmetrical wing section was
approximately 10 percent thick at root and tip. The sections are defined by
coordinates in tables I and II.
The experimental results were obtained in the Langley 8-foot transonic
pressure tunnel and in the Langley Unitary Plan wind tunnel. Data were
obtained for Mach numbers from 0.3 to 1.2 in the 8-foot tunnel and from 2.36
to 4.63 in the Unitary Plan tunnel. Operating characteristics of both wind
tunnels are presented in reference 2.
TESTS
Static force tests were conducted to determine the longitudinal stability,
lateral-directional stability, and base pressure of the model for Mach numbers
from 0.3 to 4.63. For the subsonic and transonic Mach numbers (0.3 to 1.2),
the model was tested at angles of attack from approximately -2° to 21°, and for
the supersonic tests (M = 2.36 to 4.63), the angle-of-attack range was from
approximately -4° to 32°. The static, lateral-directional stability character-
istics were determined from incremental differences in Cn, Clt and Cy mea-
sured at 0° and 5° angles of sideslip. The test condiditons were as follows:
Mach
number
0.3
.6
.9
1 .2
2.36
2.86
3.95
4.63
Dynamic
pressure ,
Pa
5.98
20.01
34.04
21.11
21 .45
18.91
14.22
11.16
Stagnation
temperature,
K
___
— _
__
339
339
353
353
Reynolds
number.
3.81 x 106
6.58
8.21
4.35
4.13
4.13
4.13
4.13
For all tests, boundary-layer transition strips (0.16 cm wide) of sparsely
distributed carborundum grains were applied to the model 1.27 cm downstream
from the leading edge of all lifting surfaces and 3.05 cm aft of the nose. Two
sizes of carborundum grains (determined by the methods of ref. 3) were used in
the tests: No. 120 at subsonic and transonic Mach numbers (0.3 to 1.2) and
No. 45 at supersonic Mach numbers (2.36 to 4.63).
All data have been corrected for sting bending,
base pressure.
Drag data include the
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Static Longitudinal Characteristics
Static longitudinal stability and trim characteristics were plotted for
Mach numbers of 0.3, 0.6, 0.9, 1.2, 2.36, 2.86, 3.95, and 4.63 (figs. 3 to 10,
respectively). Summary plots of various parameters as functions of Mach number
are also presented (figs. 11 and 12).
Longitudinal characteristics.- The static' longitudinal stability charac-
teristics CTO/CL of the model with zero eleven deflection were plotted against
Mach number (fig. 11(a)) for 0°, 10°, 20°, and 30° angles of attack. These
results show that the model was longitudinally unstable at the lowest Mach num-
ber (M = 0.3)- As the Mach number approached transonic conditions, the model
became longitudinally stable due to the rearward shift of the aerodynamic center.
The reason for the distinct variation of C^ /CL with Mach number at 20° angle
of attack can be seen by comparing figures 5(e) and 6(e). At Mach 1.2, the
variation of pitching moment with lift became nonlinear and caused the large
variation of CJQ/CL as the Mach number increased from 0.9 to 1.2. For super-
sonic Mach numbers, the stability level was dependent upon angle of attack.
For 0°, 10°, and 20° angles of attack, the model became either neutrally stable
or slightly unstable at Mach numbers greater than 3; however, for a = 30° the
model was stable throughout the supersonic speed regime. Except at a = 20°
and Mach 1.2, the model with zero elevon deflections had linear variations of
the pitching moment with angle of attack. Variations of the lift-curve slope
at various angles of attack are presented as functions of Mach number in fig-
ure 1Kb). These results show the characteristic increase in Ci as transonic
Mach numbers are approached and a decrease in Ci with increased supersonic
Mach numbers.
Elevon effectiveness and trim characteristics.- The elevon deflections
required for trim at various angles of attack (fig. 12(a)) are small (10° to
-10°) except at Mach numbers from 1.5 to 2.5. In this range, large negative
elevon deflections are required to trim the model at 10° angle of attack.
One interesting point shown in the basic data (fig. 5) that cannot be seen
in the summary plots is a nonlinearity in Cm* at Mach 0.9. (The nonlin-
°e V
earity also appears in CL* and CD,. .^ As can be seen from the data plot
(fig. 5(d)), the elevon deflection of 10° became completely ineffective at
angles of attack above 6°. This phenomenon has been seen in other vehicle
designs, including the space shuttle orbiter. The nonlinearity in Cmc> was
e
caused by flow separation on the aft portion of the wing. With the elevens at
20° deflection, the flow was separated throughout the test range; however, with
the elevens deflected 10°, this separation did not occur until the wing was at
approximately 6° angle of attack.
The trimmed-lift coefficient and lift-to-drag ratio are presented as
functions of Mach number in figures 12(b) and 12(c), respectively. The results
show that, with the large wing dictated by the low wing landing required for
the horizontal-takeoff and hot-structure concept, the configuration has suffi-
cient trim-lift coefficient for adequately low landing speeds at reasonable
angles of attack. The performance data (lift-to-drag ratios) show (fig. 12(c))
that the model has subsonic, trimmed, lift-to-drag ratios of over 7.5.
Base pressures.- The base and cavity pressures measured during the tests
are presented (fig. 13) for use in analysis of the data presented. No discus-
sion of these results is included.
Static Lateral-Directional Characteristics
The static lateral-directional characteristics of the model, with and
without the vertical tail, show (fig. 14) that the model with the vertical tail
was directionally stable throughout the angle-of-attack range for the subsonic
and transonic tests. At a supersonic Mach number of 2.36, the model became
unstable at 8° angle of attack, and at the highest Mach numbers, the model was
directionally unstable even at the low angles of attack. The directional
stability data measured without the vertical tail, compared to the tail-on
data, show that the increment in Cng due to the vertical tail was sufficient
to stabilize the model and was linear with angle-of-attack variations for the
subsonic and transonic Mach numbers. At the supersonic Mach numbers, the ver-
tical tail became less effective at the higher angles of attack due to the
shielding by the wing and body. This made the configuration directionally
unstable in the operational angle-of-attack range.
Also measured in the tests, the effective dihedral parameter shows
(fig. 14) that the model (tail on) had positive effective dihedral -C
throughout the angle-of-attack range at Mach numbers up to 2.86. At Mach num-
bers of 3.95 and 4.63, Cls was positive at angles of attack near zero but
became negative as lift began to develop on the wing at positive angles of
attack .
SUMMARY OF RESULTS
An investigation was conducted to determine the subsonic, transonic, and
supersonic aerodynamic characteristics of a single-stage-to-orbit vehicle with
an all metallic, hot structure, thermal protection system. The results of these
tests are summarized as follows:
1. The model was longitudinally unstable at the lowest Mach number
(M = 0.3), but as the Mach number approached transonic conditions, the model
became longitudinally stable. For the supersonic Mach numbers, the stability
level decreased, and at the higher Mach numbers (M = 3-95 and U.63), the model
was either neutrally stable or slightly unstable.
2. The model required only small elevon deflections (-10° to 10°) to trim
over the test range, except at Mach numbers of 1.2 and 2.86 where large negative
deflections were required to trim. The model exhibited a nonlinearity in the
variation of pitching moment with elevon deflection at Mach 0.9.
3. The model with the vertical tail had directional stability throughout
the angle-of-attack range (-1° to 32°) at subsonic and transonic speeds, but
at Mach 2.36 the model became unstable at 8° angle of attack. At the highest
Mach numbers, the model was directionally unstable even at the low angles of
attack.
4. The results show that the model (tail on) had positive effective
dihedral throughout the test range at Mach numbers up to 2.86. At Mach numbers
of 3-95 and Jj.63, the effective dihedral was positive at angles of attack near
zero but became negative as lift began to develop on the wing at positive angles
of attack.
Langley Research Center
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Hampton, VA 23665
October 12, 1977
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TABLE I.- AIRFOIL-TIP SECTION COORDINATES
Station,
percent c
5.0
7.5
10.0
20.0
30.0
40.0
50.0
60.0
70.0
80.0
90.0
100.0
Upper,
percent c
0.037
.0407
.0444
.0593
.0685
.0722
.0704
.0611
.0573
.0389
.0241
0
Lower , ,
percent c
0.0222
.0241
.0248
.0278
.0278
.0296
.0296
.0278
.0222
.0185
.0074
0
Leading-edge radius = 0.030c
y = 19.685 cm
TABLE n.- AIRFOIL-ROOT SECTION COORDINATES
Station,
percent c
2.5
5.0
7.5
10.0
20.0
30.0
40.0
50.0
60.0
70.0
80.0
90.0
Upper ,
percent c
0.0266
.039
.0496
.0567
.074
.082
.0828
.0797
.0118
.0589
.0421
.0235
Lower ,
percent c
0.0142
.0164
.0177
.019
.0204
.0271
.0221
.0234
.0239
.0221
.0168
.0102
Leading-edge radius = 0.012c
y = 5.334 cm
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(a) CL as a function of a. M = 0.3.
Figure 3.- Static longitudinal characteristics of model at M = 0.3.
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Figure 3.- Continued.
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(c) CD as a function of CL,. M = 0.3.
Figure 3.- Continued.
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Figure 3.- Continued.
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Static longitudinal characteristics of model at M = 0.6.
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Figure 4.- Continued.
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Figure 4.- Continued.
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Figure 4.- Continued.
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Figure U.- Concluded.
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Figure 5.- Static longitudinal characteristics of model at M = 0.9,
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(b) CD as a function of a. M = 0.9.
Figure 5.- Continued.
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Figure 6.- Static longitudinal characteristics of model at M = 1.2.
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Figure 7.- Static longitudinal stability and trim characteristics
at M s 2.36.
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Figure 7.- Concluded.
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Figure 8.- Static longitudinal stability and trim characteristics
at M = 2.86.
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Figure 8.- Continued.
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(a) as a function of a. M = 3.95.
Figure 9.- Static longitudinal stability and trim characteristics
at M = 3.95.
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Figure 9.- Continued.
(e) Cjn as a function of CL. M = 3-95.
Figure 9.- Concluded.
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(a) CL as a function of a. M = 4.63.
Figure 10.- Static longitudinal stability and trim characteristics at M = 4.63.
(b) CD as a function of a. M = U.63.
Figure 10.- Continued.
(c) CD as a function of CL. M = 4.63-
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Figure 13.- Base pressure data measured during tests.
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Figure 14.- Static lateral-directional characteristics of model. <Se = 0, 6r = 0.
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Figure 14.- Continued.
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Figure 14.- Continued.
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Figure 14.- Continued.
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